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Professor R. Andrew Hurley provides a five-step process that combines physical and digital design technologies to create packaging prototypes.
Old-School Prototyping Speeds Modern Packaging Design Workflow
Ricoh USA, Inc. today announced that AngstromGraphics, a division of the family-operated marketing services provider (MSP) the AngstromGroup, has teamed up with Ricoh to deliver enhanced color and ...
AngstromGraphics adds competitive advantage and faster production with award-winning Ricoh 5th Color
AngstromGraphics has added the RICOH Pro C7210X sheetfed press to deliver faster turnaround times, with increased color gamut through its fifth color capability, and advanced finishing options such as ...
AngstromGraphics Adds RICOH Pro C7210X with Fifth Color Station
Kornit Digital (Nasdaq: KRNT), worldwide market leader in digital textile printing technology, announced today the relea ...
MULTIMEDIA UPDATE -- Kornit Digital Announces MAX Technology, the Next Generation Solution for On-Demand, Sustainable Fashion and Apparel Production
Digital transformation needed in today’s business landscape, data storage decisions significantly impact a company’s success.
Organisations must rebuild operations and speed up digital solutions: Hitachi Vantara
Kuwait-headquartered Pace's Senior Digital Delivery Manager, James Nolan points out why establishing a virtual Common Data Environment (CDE) is important to manage project data ...
How digital delivery in construction became "a critical business need"
What is Digital Network Deployment? To solve this problem, ZTE’s Senior Vice President (SVP) Sun Fangping explained that digital network deployment is to present the flows, processes, documents and ...
ZTE: Digital Network Deployment Will Become the Main Mode of Future Network Deployment
The one thing COVID-19 has taught business owners is the importance of remote access to data and processes. Many ...
Digital Migration: How to Safely Move Data to a Digital Platform
The 2020-2021 programme has been “optimised” for a digital ... Design Space has grown in participation year-on-year in line with student demand for design-related careers. Now in its fifth ...
UAE, international students to create real-world solutions in design showdown
(MENAFN - Market Press Release) Denver, Colorado May 5th, 2021, Graphic Design USA ... AGD has excelled at creating highly differentiated design solutions for diverse clients from the technology ...
Andon Guenther Design LLC 2021 GDUSA Package Design Award Winners
Business leaders who take steps to break down cultural and organizational barriers can effectively realize the value represented by transformation opportunities.
Five Tips For Unleashing The Power Of Digital Transformations
The history of the handshake dates back to the fifth century B.C. in Greece ... Together they have the skills to design an organisation’s digital transformation and build a strategic roadmap ...
Digital transformation and technology
The pandemic, which has persisted since the early months of 2020, has highlighted numerous areas of deficiency in supply chain operations for manufacturers.
Digital supply chain survey: 5 key findings to lead Twin Cities manufacturers from disruption to opportunity
AFCOM, the leading membership association for data center professionals, and Data Center World, the leading global conference for data center, facilit ...
Fifth Annual State of the Data Center Industry Report Reveals Shifting Trends in Cloud Computing Usage and Data Center Density
This week at Dell Technologies World, KIOXIA America, Inc. will showcase a broad lineup of next-gen, flash-based solid state drives (SSDs) designed to upgrade performance in server and storage ...
KIOXIA America Highlights Broad Range of Transformative Flash Solutions
FusionIQ, a leading investment research and technology provider, today announced it has unlocked access to over one million fixed ...
FusionIQ Partners with YieldX to Access Fixed Income and Enhanced Cash Management Solutions
TerraTrue offers companies a "privacy-by-design" platform that helps them proactively manage their privacy programs.
TerraTrue, which brings privacy-by-design to product teams, nabs $15M
Not only is it one of the highest pollution-creating industries in the world, the Textile Industry alone is responsible for one-fifth ... to Digital Textile Printing. Design'N'Buy has years of ...
5 Ideas Why Digital Textile Printing is a New Trend in 2021
Sitting roughly one block from the Ashley River and occupying the fifth and sixth ... to the New Era of Digital Signage] The system’s full design offers major benefits, as every digital display is ...
LG Displays Modernize South Carolina Developer’s Headquarters
Kornit Digital Announces MAX Technology, the Next Generation Solution for On-Demand, Sustainable Fashion and Apparel Production ...
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